You said...
> Anti-Social behavior in and around parks/play areas
> Off Road bikes causing a nuisance
> Speeding in residential areas

We did...
> More patrols at problem times
> Police are responding to calls and SNT are following up
> Speed checks being performed by PCSOs and specials

Responding to issues in your community
The SNT responded to a number of different issues in the community. PCSO Soanes and PCSO Holland have been assisting with security in the town centre to deal with street drinkers and have begun the process of issuing Community Protection Notices. PCSO Dennington and PCSO Osborne have been visiting local businesses and engaging with migrant workers to give them the opportunity to speak to police. They both do checks to ensure that the migrant workers are employed fairly and legally.

Making the community safer
On the 18th June 2018, Pc 1330 Amy Yeldham will be joining the Team as the Community Engagement Officer for Lowestoft, Beccles and Bungay areas. Pc Yeldham has come from both a Safer Neighbourhood Team background and more recently from Lowestoft Neighbourhood Response and has been with Suffolk Constabulary for 15 years. She will be updating the new Lowestoft Facebook page and the Lowestoft Twitter page with local policing information as well as the Parish Newsletters. She will also be attending some of the local events in the area and is looking forward to meeting the local community.

Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB
Now that the evenings are lighter, there have been a number of calls relating to anti-social behaviour including off road bikes being ridden in and around play parks. One rider has been reported for two offences. PCSOs have the power to issue an official warning whereby if a driver or the same vehicle is driven in an anti-social manner again, the vehicle can be seized. Please call 101 and make police aware if you see anyone riding off road bikes in public parks.

This SNT covers the following parishes
Wards of Kessingland, Pakefield, Carlton Colville, Carlton, Whitton, Kirkley, Harbour, Oulton, Oulton Broad, St Margarets, Normanston, Gunton, Corton and Lothingland

Future events
Sunday 10th June- ‘Fun on the Green’ 11:30am Royal Green, Lowestoft Seafront. PCSO Holland & SC Levett
Saturday 30th June- Colour Dash E.A.C.H 11:00-15:00 Pc Yeldham
Tuesday 10th October- PCC Meeting. 7pm Kirkley Centre, Lowestoft
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